Event-related dynamics of the gamma-band oscillation in the human brain: information processing during a GO/NOGO hand movement task.
To investigate the gamma band activity relating to the discrimination process and motor behavior in the human brain, the event-related dynamics of the EEG spectrum was calculated during the visual GO/NOGO hand movement task and a control task (the visual element of the GO/NOGO task only) in eight subjects. The subjects were instructed to push (GO) or not to push (NOGO) a microswitch according to different visual stimuli and 21-channel scalp EEGs were recorded. The time courses of the power spectra after the stimuli were calculated using the fast Fourier transform for each condition (GO, NOGO and the control task), and were compared statistically between the conditions. The results suggested that a high gamma band oscillation, occurring at the frontal and left parieto-occipital areas at around 90 ms after the stimuli, relates to the discrimination process. Under the GO condition, this oscillation continued until 140 ms, and a subsequent oscillation occurred over the motor areas at around 200 ms, which seemed to be related to the motor action. On the other hand, under the NOGO condition, a low gamma band oscillation occurred in the central area at around 230 ms, which seemed to be related to the inhibition process.